
  

 

Time Room Thursday, October 17, 2019 Presenters & Thought Leaders 

  7:45 – 8:30 a.m. Registration & Continental Breakfast  

8:30 am 

HU01 

Welcome / Opening Remarks Dirk Tussing 

 8:45 am 
Automating Work: The Human/AI Intersection 

Industry Trends with i4cp’s Latest Research 
Kevin Oakes, i4cp 

9:15 am How McDonald’s is Thriving in the Age of Automation Rob Lauber, McDonald’s 

9:45 am 
Essential Behaviors & Skills Driving  

Digital & Cultural Transformation at Microsoft  
Karen Kocher, Microsoft 

10:30 - 10:45  Networking Break  

10:45 - 11:45 

HU12 Our Role with Digital/Business Transformation 
Heidi Glickman; Maddie Strange, McDonald’s;  
Kevin Oakes, i4cp; Karen Kocher, Microsoft;  

HU14 
Re-examining Learning in an Evolving World 

A Gensler Research Study 
Nick Allen, Steve Meier, Cindy Coleman, and 
Gensler’s Design Team 

HU21 
Active Experimentation 

Get Feedback. Get Better. Repeat. 
Scott Zoll & Piero Procaccini, Second City 
Megan Farber, Instructure 

HU42 Design & Develop More Inclusive Team Learning  
Michael Pellecchia & Michael Gold, Northern 
Trust 

HU49 
Modernizing New Employee Orientation: 5 Keys to 

Digitally Transforming the Way We Welcome New Employees 
Deb Carr & Tinesha Woods-Wells, Discover 

HU54 Organizational Readiness: Building Future Pipelines Michelle Burke, Glanbia 

11:45 am – 12:45 pm Networking Lunch (2nd Floor)  

12:45 pm 

HU01 

The Skills Economy—How the Workforce Learns  Sarah Danzl, Degreed 

1:15 pm Codifying Chance-based Learning  
Nick Allen  
Gensler’s Research and Strategy team 

1:35 pm 
In Pursuit of a Learning Culture 

How the Future of Work Skills Transform Learning 
Angela Geffre, JLL 

1:55 pm 

Work Automation and AI: Mind the Three Gaps 
Strategies to align People, Process and Technology 

Initiatives for Supporting Business Innovation 

Brian Kedizor, Walgreens, Angela Geffre, JLL; 
Emily Mason, Northwestern Mutual; Alison Cowan, 
Brunswick; Samir Desai, Northwestern 

2:30 - 2:45   Networking Break  

2:45 – 3:45 

HU12 
Experimenting with Forward-thinking Technologies 

Elevate the Quality of our Learning Experiences 
Maureen McDermott, CDW; Drew Kenning, CGS 
Amy Finn, GT; Russell Hayes, Newt Moore, UL 

HU14 
Driving Data Analytics 

Starting in Your Own Backyard 
Dustin Johnson & Deb Carr, Discover  

HU21 Creating Psychologically Safe Teams 
Brian Watkins, Midtown; Don Sandel, GoPositiv; 
Anita Laurence, DX; 

HU42 
Your Learning Needs a Comprehensive Strategy 

Triple Fit Framework: Strengths, Styles, and Skills 
Wendy Mack, GrowthPlay 

HU49 Insights on Future Competencies & Skills  Mitzi Vavrick & Scott MacQuarrie, Zurich 

HU54 Key Steps in Shaping Culture  Michael Grubich, LAK  

3:45 – 4:00   Networking Break  

4:00-5:00 

HU12 
The Role of Learning and Organizational 
Development in Cultural Transformation 

Nancy Pagel & Sara Herrell, Oshkosh Corp. 

HU14 Preparing Students for Future Work Rich Busby, IMSA; Dan Serota, Aon & Jeff Moss 

HU21 Informal Learning: Communities, Mentoring, and Curation Kacie Walters, Northern Trust 

HU42 
Optimize L&D with Performance Improvement  

Moving from “Order Taker” to “Difference Maker” with PI Tools 
Kery Mortenson, Baxter 

HU49 
Co-Design an Escape Room Experience 

for Remote Team Members 
Kyle Swanson  

HU54 
Building Managers with the Foundational Skills today  

to go Digital tomorrow–Ideation and a Case Study 
Samir Desai, Northwestern University 

5:00 – 6:30 p.m. Executive Networking Reception (2nd Floor)  
 

 

Learning & Talent Development Leaders Exchange 

 

WHEN:             Thursday, October 17, 2019, 7:30 am – 6:30 pm 

WHERE:           McDonald’s Hamburger University, 1045 W Randolph St. Chicago, IL 

WHO:             Open to all Learning and Talent Development Managers & Executives 



The 18th Annual Chicagoland

Executive Learning Exchange

October 17, 2019  7:30 am – 6:00 pm

NEW Hamburger University

1045 W Randolph St. Chicago, IL  60607

Details & Registration at:

www.LearningExecutive.com

Details & Registration at: www.LearningExecutive.com

“What will have the biggest impact on the most people in the shortest amount of time?”
Rob Lauber, CLO at McDonald’s

http://www.learningexecutive.com/
http://www.learningexecutive.com/
http://www.learningexecutive.com/thought_leaders.asp?thought_leader_id=776
http://www.learningexecutive.com/thought_leaders.asp?thought_leader_id=869
http://www.learningexecutive.com/thought_leaders.asp?thought_leader_id=925
http://www.learningexecutive.com/thought_leaders.asp?thought_leader_id=420
http://www.learningexecutive.com/thought_leaders.asp?thought_leader_id=676
http://www.learningexecutive.com/thought_leaders.asp?thought_leader_id=772
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The Workforce   
Motivation Gap 

GAP THREE | 
The HR 
Readiness Gap

Executive Brief 

Automating Work: 
The Human/AI 
Intersection 

Workforce 
Automation:
Mind the Three Gaps

GAP ONE |  
The Organizational  
Capability Gap

Featuring insights from executives at:

Visit go.i4cp.com/automatingwork for the full report (i4cp members only)

http://www.i4cp.com
http://culturerenovation.com
http://culturerenovation.com
http://go.i4cp.com/automatingwork


Automating Work: The Human/AI Intersection | EXECUTIVE BRIEF

In the report, 
we reference 
advanced work 
automation as 
an umbrella term 
that includes the 
use of robotics, 
robotic process 
automation, 
artificial intelligence, 
machine learning, 
natural language 
processing, 
sentiment analysis, 
and so on. 

When it comes to automation in the workplace, concern about job loss has long been 

the primary cause of anxiety. Despite a history of evolution in the face of automation, 

headlines about robots and AI coming for our jobs often veer toward the apocalyptic. 

For instance, the 2018 World Economic Forum The Future of Jobs Report suggested 

that 75 million jobs could be lost due to automation by 2022. But stories that stopped 

there missed the actual conclusion, as the same study suggested that 133 million new 

jobs could be created by 2022 as a result of the same technologies.

Beyond the whiplash created by successive studies and often contradictory 

interpretations, there are also ethical issues that arise from the use of automation, 

and especially AI. These range from privacy and security of people-centric data to 

potential legal liabilities; algorithmic bias; and the need for diverse perspectives in the 

creation, testing, and implementation of the technologies.

Produced at the request of i4cp member organizations, the study on advanced work 

automation and its impact on the future of work gathered data from over 1,700 

organizations representing a variety of industries around the globe. Combined 

with the insights of HR leaders from top organizations, it shares the best and next 

practices for automation and AI that are currently in use, as well as what they are 

piloting and planning to work on next. 

Key observations include:
•  For most organizations, the use of AI and other advanced work automation is 

still in its early days with a lot of ongoing experimentation and pilots. While 

those citing greater usage also report greater range in application, high-

performance organizations are seeing more, and a greater range, of benefits.

•  Advanced automation will more often augment the work of humans or 

transform roles and create new work, rather than replace humans, even entry-

level workers.

•  Most organizations are not prepared for future automation, and significant 

gaps are evident in three core areas: organizational capability, workforce 

motivation, and HR readiness.

Workforce  
Automation:  
Mind the Three Gaps

Only 

19%  
of survey 
respondents 
indicate that their 
organizations 
regularly use 
advanced work 
automation. 

https://www.weforum.org/reports/the-future-of-jobs-report-2018


Only 18% 
of survey 
respondents' 
organizations have the 
skills, knowledge, etc. 
needed for advanced 
work automation.

Only 19% 
are prepared 
to handle the 
employee motivation, 
communication, and 
ethical issues.

And  
only 19% 
have confidence that 
their HR departments 
are ready to lead in 
bringing advanced 
work automation to 
the organization.

The Three Gaps
 A significant organization capability gap is looming, with few employers ready  

to handle the myriad changes automation introduces as well as the opportunities 

it offers, though high-performance organizations are more often deconstructing 

work, assessing talent risk, and upskilling/reskilling their employees.

 A workforce motivation gap also exists, with high-performance organizations 

focusing more on practices that keep motivation high during this time of  

change: leadership communication, empowering employees to deconstruct 

their own jobs, and education on the range of ethical issues and unintended 

consequences involved with implementing automation and especially AI.

 An HR readiness gap is headlined by a significant lack of confidence in HR to 

help lead the implementation of advanced work automation in organizations, 

although high-performance organizations are using automation and AI in  

talent acquisition, onboarding, L&D, and a few other areas of HR.

The report explores key highlights from both the survey data and interviews, which 

we used to create an Advanced Work Automation and the Future of Work maturity 

model. In the full report we also provide recommendations and specific next practice 

examples of how organizations and HR functions can move forward with advanced 

work automation.

1
2
3

READY MODERATELY READYNOT READY

A Fourth Industrial Revolution
Like the three earlier revolutions, the fourth and current industrial revolution (first referenced by economist  

Klaus Schwab, founder of the World Economic Forum) is driven by a technological step-change. 

Industry 3.0
Computers, the Internet, 

 and smartphones

1969

Industry 2.0
Mass production, assembly 

line, electrical energy

1870

Industry 1.0
Mechanization, steam  
power, weaving loom

1784

Industry 4.0
Advanced automation, 

robotics, and AI

TODAY



Case Study 
Automation at Walmart—whether online shopping, backroom system improvements, or the use of “cobots” 

on the floor—is creating both new opportunities for associates and improved outcomes for customers. In 

response to these advancements, Walmart is upskilling and reskilling their associates via their Academy 

Program, which has trained over 800,000 associates to date. 

Learn more from Becky Schmitt, SVP and chief people officer at  

Sam’s Club (a Walmart subsidiary), in How Automation and  

Reskilling Are Benefitting Walmart’s Associates and Customers.

The Need for Upskilling and Reskilling
Advanced work automation will more often augment humans or transform 

roles rather than substitute for workers. And yet even among high-performance 

organizations, less than half reported taking actions beyond assessing capability 

gaps and identifying future skills. Among all organizations, less than one in three 

are identifying upskilling or reskilling pathways for talent whose work is being 

reinvented by automation. 

For a thorough seven-step 
process, see the Soft Skills 
Upskilling Planning Guide, 
created by i4cp in partnership 
with UpSkill America.

For more on identifying future 
capability gaps, see i4cp's The 
7 Steps of Workforce Planning: 
AI and Automation Edition.

Only 

 16% 
of organizations have 
focused on upskilling/
reskilling to close the 

capability gap, but 
high-performance 
organizations are 

2x more  
likely to do so.

Which of the following actions is your organization undertaking  
to prepare for advanced work automation?

High-performance organizations Low-performance organizations

Organizations with 1,000+ employees indicating high/very high extent. Source: i4cp

Assessing capability gaps  
(skills, knowledge, etc.)

62%
42%

Identifying future required skills
59%

48%

Matching talent to  
new work requirements

49%
34%

Identifying new sources of  
talent/applicants and workers

43%
30%

Identifying upskilling/reskilling 
pathways for talent whose work is 

being reinvented by automation

34%
18%

Enhancing leadership to improve 
our response to work evolution

36%
24%

Designing humane approaches 
to easing the exit process for 

displaced workers

9%
10%

Empowering our employees  
to identify and implement  

advanced work automation

41%
30%

Deconstructing jobs and identifying 
which tasks can best be performed 

by humans vs. automation

46%
34%

2x

Visit go.i4cp.com/automatingwork for the full report (i4cp members only)

https://www.i4cp.com/interviews/how-automation-and-reskilling-benefit-walmarts-associates-and-customers
https://www.i4cp.com/interviews/how-automation-and-reskilling-benefit-walmarts-associates-and-customers
https://www.i4cp.com/interviews/how-automation-and-reskilling-benefit-walmarts-associates-and-customers
https://www.i4cp.com/infographics/soft-skills-upskilling-planning-guide?search_id=156976
https://www.i4cp.com/infographics/soft-skills-upskilling-planning-guide?search_id=156976
https://www.i4cp.com/infographics/workforce-planning-automation-ai-infographic
http://culturerenovation.com
http://go.i4cp.com/automatingwork
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